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With the rapid development of embedded systems, users and services have been greatly
facilitated while also experiencing security threats as a result of cyber-attacks and system
vulnerabilities. Currently, the real-time embedded system (RTES) focus is to deal with these
security issues. In this paper, we introduce a short review of security-aware techniques for
RTES. We mainly discuss two common approaches to improve the security of RTESs. The ¯rst
approach is achieved by exploring speci¯c attacks. The second approach is realized by deploying
security-guaranteed services. However, improving the security of embedded systems may cause
excessive energy consumption at the same time. Therefore, we investigate the secure and energy-aware RTESs on a wide range of research. In addition, we study a number of common
applications used in secure RETSs. This paper stands for providing awareness and better
understanding of the current RTES research status as well as technical theory behind it. Hence,
the RTES security issues are resolved.
Keywords: Real-time embedded systems; attacks; security-guaranteed services; energye±ciency; applications.

1. Introduction
The embedded system is a computer application system embedded in the object
system and interacts with the object system. It will propose a limitation on the
response time of the application system when implementing certain task processes of
the object system. Due to the time spent in running the software in the application
system, it often cannot meet the limited response time requirement, resulting in the
real-time problem of the embedded system. That is to say a real-time embedded
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system (RTES) is an embedded system that accomplishes a speci¯c task within a
speci¯ed time. The combination of RTES and Internet brings great convenience to
our daily life. However, in the mean time, the embedded systems are also facing a
variety of security threats inevitably due to its connection to Internet. Once the
systems deployed in critical applications such as °ight control, ¯nancial administration and automotive electronics are attacked by malicious intruders, the resultant
loss would be incalculable. Therefore, designing security-aware techniques for RTES
becomes a necessity.
Considerable research e®orts have been devoted to the designing of a secure
RTES, which can be divided into three categories. The ¯rst category to realize a
secure system is studying and simulating the common security attacks such as sidechannel attack (SCA),1–5 level-based multi-fault attacks (LMFAs),6 system-level
cyber attacks (SLCAs), code injection attacks (CIAs),7,8 etc. The second category to
realize a secure system is providing security-guaranteed services such as securityaware model and framework,9–13 security-driven hardware design,14,15 encryption
algorithm.16–19 The deployment of such security-guaranteed services would inevitably consume more energy. However, the energy supply of most embedded systems
is very limited since many embedded systems are powered by battery or renewable
energy that is either insu±cient or unstable. Based on this, energy e±ciency needs to
be taken into account when designing security-guaranteed services. Recently, the
researchers concentrate on developing security-aware energy-e±cient task scheduling mechanisms20–30 that cannot only promote the system safety performance but
also improve the system energy e±ciency. The third category to realize a secure
system is investigating the safety issues in speci¯c applications such as cyber-physical
systems (CPSs),31–33 automotive systems,34–37 clusters,38–40 grids,41–43 etc.

Fig. 1. Organization of the paper.
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Abbreviation
RTESs
SCAs
LMFAs
SLCAs
CIAs
AES
CPSs
RTSs
DPA
WDDL
RTOS
MPSoCs
MTVOA
FVUC
CBD
MDD
DESs
SCESs
RSDP
ECU
GPGPU
GED
RED
DVFS
RNAA
ASD
S3A
TDMA
CAN
MILP
QoS

De¯nition
Real-time embedded systems
Side-channel attacks
Level-based multi-fault attacks
System-level cyber attacks
Code injection attacks
Advanced encryption standard
Cyber-physical systems
Real-time systems
Di®erential power analysis
Wave dynamic di®erential logic
Real-time operating system
Multiprocessor system-on-chips
Multi-task vulnerability optimization approach
Feedback vulnerability and utilization control
Component-based development
Model-driven development
Distributed embedded systems
Security-critical embedded systems
Random scaling-based dynamic programming
Electronic control unit
General-purpose graphics processing unit
GPU-based ECU design
Recon¯gurable ECU design
Dynamic voltage frequency scaling
Round to nearest based approximation algorithm
Attack sequence diagram
Secure system simplex architecture
Time division multiple access
Controller area network
Mixed integer linear programming
Quality-of-service

Contribution and organization: A large amount of state-of-art approaches
designed for security-aware RTES are summarized in this paper. The rest of the
paper is organized in Fig. 1. First, we discuss the importance of security-aware
designs in RETS (Sec. 2). We then introduce two types of approaches to solve the
security related issues. One is speci¯c attacks against techniques (Sec. 2) and the
other is security-guaranteed services (Sec. 3). Since increasing the security level of
services could lead to the increase in energy consumption, we discuss the energye±cient security-aware techniques in RETS (Sec. 4). In addition, we introduce some
key applications of security-critical RETS in various domains (Sec. 5). For the sake
of better understanding, we summarize the main abbreviations in Table 1.
2. Speci¯c Attacks
Generally, RTESs are connected to physical devices installed in open public
environments, which make the systems vulnerable to security attacks/threats. These
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Attacks
SCAs

LMFAs
SLCAs
CIAs

References

Approaches

1,2

Chen et al.
Jiang et al.3
Hwang et al.4
Bao and Srivastava5
Druml et al.6
Song et al.
Patel et al.7
Patel and Paramewaran8

ScheduLeak
Analytical framework
Security coprocessor IC
Secure-aware algorithm
Analysis methodology
CAML
Hardware/software approach
SHIELD

security attacks may cause the crash of the entire system, thus leading to a signi¯cant loss. Therefore, it is imperative for RTESs to protect critical information and
against the potential attacks. At present, most researchers focus on designing the
security-aware techniques for handling attacks such as SCAs,1–5 LMFAs,6 SLCAs
and CIAs,7,8 which are brie°y introduced in Table 2. The details of these attacks and
their corresponding solutions are given in the following sections.
2.1. SCAs
SCA is a method of attacking cryptographic devices, which is based on the leakage of
side-channel information such as time consumption, power consumption or electromagnetic radiation of the encrypted electronic device. SCA can use that information to
break the system, which poses a serious threat to cryptographic devices. SCAs mainly
include simple cache-based SCAs and DPAs, which are described in detail below.
2.1.1. Cache-based SCAs
Chen et al.1 designed a new reconnaissance cache-based SCA to monitor the target
task execution behaviors with accurate task schedule knowledge. This attack can
extract the accurate schedule of hard RTSs by using ¯xed-priority algorithms. In
order to extract the task schedule more e®ectively, they proposed ScheduLeak that
utilizes the periodic and predictable properties of hard RTSs to rebuild the schedule.
Moreover, this attacker's target is to steal information without being detected rather
than to interrupt or disable the RTSs. To achieve this goal, ScheduLeak uses the
lowest priority tasks to monitor the system schedule by detecting its busy intervals.
Rate Monotonic algorithm, in which a task owns higher priority if its period is
shorter, is used in ScheduLeak to determine the priorities of the tasks. The proposed
ScheduLeak gives a clear picture on the process of case-based SCAs, which can help
designers to develop approaches that prevent these attacks.
2.1.2. Power attacks
Jiang et al.3 proposed an analytical framework to quantitatively capture the e®ect of
real-time scheduling methods on the robustness against DPA attacks. The goal of
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DPA attacks is to obtain the AES keys used by the system. They de¯ned the
robustness of the system against DPA attacks to be the di±culty according to time
overhead for an attacker to collect enough information to observe the high correlations between the sample measurement and hypothetical power consumptions. The
proposed framework can allow leakage points happen at di®erent times to decrease
the underlying correlations.
Hwang et al.4 introduced an SCA-resistant secure coprocessor that integrates
two circuit-level technologies to resist DPA attacks. The ¯rst technology is WDDL,
which is employed to produce logic gates. The second technology is referred to as
di®erential routing (DR), which is utilized to guarantee that the interconnected
capacitances of gate output nodes in WDDL are equal. The proposed WDDL and
DR are able to improve the orders of size of DPA resistance in the implementation
of standard cell ICs to defeat power attacks. Experimental results show that the
DPA attack only needs 8,000 encryptions to reveal the whole secret key on the
unsecured coprocessor, while cannot even after 1,500,000 encryptions on the secure
coprocessor.
Bao and Srivastava5 proposed a secure-aware algorithm to order aperiodic soft
real-time tasks against power attacks based on temperature tracking. The goal of
such attackers is to detect the execution order of tasks or to recognize the task
running at a speci¯c time. Thus, the authors simulated a powerful attacker behavior
that utilizes Kalman Filter based on temperature-tracking, and proposed a metric
named side-channel vulnerability factor44,45 for the information leakage of the sidechannel. The proposed algorithm can achieve a balance between the total delay and
the information leakage of side-channels. In addition, the authors developed several
heuristics in order to reduce the computational complexity.
2.2. LMFAs
LMFA is a reliability veri¯cation technology that deliberately introduces faults into
the system through controlled experiments and observes the behavior (e.g., power
supply, power consumption, information leakage) of the system in the event of a
fault. Some researchers showed how to emulate LMFAs and how to exploit the
resulting system behavior to extract safety-related information.
Druml et al.6 proposed a new analysis approach to assess system behaviors at the
design stage. They adopted an emulation-based method to evaluate faults, which
could in°uence system behaviors such as information leakage, power supply and
power consumption that provide accurate cyclic analysis in real time. More speci¯cally, the approach emulates multi-fault attacks at system-level (i.e., one type of
LMFAs) and utilizes the ¯nal system behavior to draw security related information.
The power model is produced by a speci¯c characterization process. Both the power
model and the characterization process are speci¯c to each tested system and are
realized by the test system designer. Experimental results show that, using the
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proposed analysis approach, power errors can be easily detected and repaired
before tape-out.
2.3. SLCAs
SLCA utilizes the vulnerabilities and security °aws in the network to attack the
hardware and software in the network system, and data in the system. The threats
faced by CPSs come from many aspects and will change over time. Security of the
system is complicated by the time and safety restrictions of the CPS.
Song et al. proposed an anomaly detection method based on machine learning
called CAML that evaluates, detects and resumes from SLCAs in RTOSs. To
evaluate the e±ciency of CAML, they used two unsupervised learning methods
that detect the attacks and improve the system resilience to SLCAs without violating
deadlines. The ¯rst learning method is algorithmic sequence learning based on the
method in Ref. 46, which can be used to forecast events or depict frequent modes
for sequentially, temporal-ordered datasets. The second learning method is called
DBSCAN,47 which can be used to ¯nd clusters. The authors also utilized the fault
recovery technique48 that recovers the system to barrier-free state predictably.
Results demonstrated that CAML can greatly enhance the system robustness
without a big performance degradation by ensuring RTOS to resist SLCAs.
2.4. CIAs
Patel et al.7 proposed a new approach for applications running on multiprocessors
to deal with CIAs while minimizing runtime and area overheads. The proposed
approach is capable of ¯nding out the accurate basic block in which the attack
occurs. This approach adopts a special monitor processor to monitor the application
at run-time. In this approach, each single processor communicates with the monitor
processor via a FIFO queue and is checked all the time. Static analyses of the timing
con¯guration ¯le and program map are used to get program information, which is
encrypted and saved in the monitor processor at compile time. Each basic program
block must have security information that identi¯es itself uniquely at run-time from
others. The information obtained by static analysis enables monitor processor at
runtime to check the program on each processor.
Patel and Paramewaran8 presented a hardware/software systematic detection
approach SHIELD to recognize the CIAs on MPSoCs. The processors of an MPSoC
system can be classi¯ed into two categories. One category is the application processors that are used to run software programs and the other category is the monitor
processor that is used to monitor the application processors. The monitor processor
can quickly analyze the information transmitted from the application processors to
itself at runtime by exploiting the custom hardware. SHIELD extracts the execution
time of the basic blocks and the control °ow of runtime checking, thus can
automatically achieve a safe MPSoC architecture and an instrumented binary.
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The simulation results showed that SHIELD has the advantages of short runtime
and low overhead as compared to existing techniques.
3. Security-Guaranteed Services
In the past, security related issues were not a major concern in RTESs. In such
systems, customized components of the system are isolated from each other physically, and security issues are not taken into account when deploying these components. Thus, more and more attacks began to destroy these components. These
attacks will compromise the stability of the system and even result in harms to
humans and the environment.49 Considering this, security-guaranteed services become a necessity in the design of RTESs. A large number of security-guaranteed
services have been designed in recent years, some of which are listed in Table 3.
We describe these services in detail below.
3.1. Security-aware model and framework
Pellizzoni et al.9 proposed a simple yet e®ective model to capture the security constraints between tasks in RTSs. The model is integrated with real-time scheduling
algorithms to avoid the information leakage through storage channels on shared
resources. The authors especially modeled a constraint, noleak, to capture whether it
is necessary to prohibit accidental information sharing between tasks and summarize
the concept of real-time scheduling under the security constraint. They also provided
schedulable mechanisms for preemptive and nonpriority tasks, which optimally assign real-time tasks to processors.
Abdi et al.10 designed a restart-based framework, ReSecure, to ensure the security
of RTSs while meeting the timing constraints of tasks. It asynchronously restarts the
platform and loads new images of the application and operating system after each
reboot to remove intruders or malicious entities. The authors also provided an

Table 3.

Brief introduction of security-guaranteed services.

Services

References

Approaches
9

Security-aware model and framework

Pellizzoni et al.
Abdi et al.10
Hasan et al.11
Ma et al.12
Paryab13

Generalized model
Restart-based framework
Contego
Control and security management
Integrating security mechanisms

Security-driven hardware design

Tan et al.14
Saadatmand15

System-level method in MPSoC
Method using CBD and MDD

Encryption algorithm

Zhang et al.16
Jiang et al.17
Jiang et al.18
Mohan et al.19

MTVOM
Hardware/software technology
FVUC
SCRTS
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analytical framework for system designers to determine the best trade-o®s between
the control system performance and the security customizing parameters of the
systems while ensuring the security of the physical system. Simulation results
showed that ReSecure can guarantee a secure system under the unavailability of
complex units.
Hasan et al.11 presented a multi-mode extensible framework, Contego, in order to
integrate security tasks into RTSs with timing requirements. Contego consolidates
hierarchical scheduling with opportunistic execution to preserve compatibility with
traditional systems. It enables the security tasks to operate with the minimal realtime task scheduling order while ensuring its timing constraints. For most cases,
Contego opportunistically implements intrusion detection tasks in a passive mode.
However, Contego will turn to the ACTIVE operating mode executed potentially at
a higher priority while guaranteeing the schedulability of real-time tasks to adapt the
changes caused by bad activities. Thus, compared with the previous work,50 Contego
can provide a faster detection. With the Contego, designer can improve the security
status and overall safety as well. What's more, a security design metrics for RTSs is
provided here and with the Contego.
Taking aperiodic real-time applications into account, Ma et al.12 designed an
adaptive risk monitoring and real-time scheduling management mechanism for the
uniprocessor system. The system administrator only needs to specify the expected
system performance and this mechanism can automatically monitor the system
status and adjust its performance to meet these requirements. In order to obtain the
adaptive ability to reduce system risk without reducing the soft real-time performance, a two-level feedback scheduling framework is deployed at runtime. The
higher-level components automatically monitor the status of waiting queues by admitting or rejecting the newly arrived task and assign reasonable security levels for
the prepared tasks. The lower level can dynamically adjust the security level of a
prepared task depending on the run-time to keep the security and real-time. Results
showed the proposed mechanism has a good amount of adaptability, especially under
dynamic system workloads.
Paryab13 proposed two mechanisms against information leakage, in order to refresh the state of a resource during a context switch among protected tasks and
allocate the resources between tasks statically. To integrate these two mechanisms
while deriving predictable timing interference limits, the authors introduced a new
security model. This model describes the relationship of con¯dentiality among any
pair of tasks, which determines whether the task requires the con¯dentiality of another task. To determine the least resource state resets and the best distribution of
the shared resource parts to tasks, the authors designed an optimization approach
into the overhead for protecting con¯dentiality. They also provided a heuristic optimization method for designers to balance the in°uences of the two mechanisms
while looking for the optimal design.
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3.2. Security-driven hardware design
Tan et al.14 presented a system-level method that determines the relationships
between resources and tasks in MPSoC. In such an MPSoC, each task supervises its
own address space regions to isolate tasks without the need of dependence on permissions at run-time. This isolation is needed to reduce the potential in°uence of
untrusted IP blocks or compromise tasks. The proposed mechanisms allow secure
sharing of memory and IP blocks between system tasks. As the aim of these
mechanisms is to guarantee that resource accesses are allowed only on demand, they
avoided central trust by mixing the static allocation of access rights, while assigning
access control management to the task itself. To support dynamic changes, they
designed a hardware isolation unit based on task resource relationships without the
operating system. In this method, some of the original shortcomings and the spare
bus-based interconnections between IUs are addressed.
CBD and MDD can deal with the increasing complexity of RTS. Saadatmand15
proposed a method using CBD and MDD to allow the designers to easily integrate
security concerns into the design of systems and determine and run their timing
e®ects and costs. For protecting the sensitive datas in the system component model,
this method annotates and identi¯es them and automatically exports a new component model. The new component model is derived by a series of prede¯ned
strategies, each of which de¯nes a di®erent series of possible encryption and decryption methods to be utilized as the security component implementation.
3.3. Encryption algorithm
Traditional RM and earliest deadline ¯rst (EDF) scheduling algorithms do not take
into account security and timing constraints. Zhang et al.16 developed an MTVOA
which is based on dynamic scheduling algorithms. To achieve the minimal vulnerability while meeting the timing requirements of distributed RTSs, they assigned
MTVOA to the central computer. They chose RC5 for each critical task to presume
the relationships between execution time, vulnerability and encryption rounds. A
decision map consisting of state nodes and edges is generated to consider all possible
cases. Results showed that MTVOA can always realize the vulnerability optimization goals with an improved CPU utilizations.
Jiang et al.17 proposed a method that utilizes hardware/software co-design
technology to realize encryption algorithms. The goal of this method is to ¯nd out the
corresponding process mapping and minimum hardware overhead for system encryption and decryption tasks. To achieve this goal, a heuristic is introduced, which
is divided into two parts, list scheduling and resource allocation.51 The ¯rst one
controls the outer collaborative design of FPGA resource sharing and allocation. The
second one processes the system scheduling. Results showed that the proposed
heuristic approach provides relative optimal results and saves a large number of
FPGA units.
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NAND °ash memory has been a critical component in real-time embedded
devices, thus improving the security of nonvolatile memories-based embedded
system which becomes a great challenge. Based on the actual security protection and
write operation on small NAND °ash systems, Jiang et al.18 established a securityaware and real-time storage application model. They introduced a mechanism,
FVUC, which combines two proportional-integral controllers (vulnerability controller and utilization controller) to construct a large feedback loop. FVUC uses the
security level of each storage task to monitor the system state at runtime. It also
determines how many °ash pages will be encrypted by the cryptographic service to
ensure soft real-time requirements and reduce vulnerability. Experimental results
showed that FVUC can balance the system vulnerability and utilization, thus
achieving a better overall system performance.
Each time a hand-o® occurs between tasks that belong to di®erent levels of security, the information may leak through shared resources. To deal with the information leakage problem, Mohan et al.19 proposed a method named SCRTS to
integrate security constraints into real-time scheduling algorithms. The main idea of
the method is to amend the real-time scheduling method and use shared resources to
alleviate the information leakage problem among tasks of di®erent security levels.
They used the ¯xed priority scheduling algorithms for showing how to avoid information leakage among tasks with an acceptable performance overhead. The proposed method allows the designers of the RTSs to properly assess the inherent
tradeo®s among real-time guarantees and security requirements.
4. Security and Energy-Aware RTESs
The current task scheduling mechanisms either only consider the security management of the system, or only concern about the e®ectiveness of energy consumption,
and rarely consider these two aspects at the same time. Security service applications,
such as cryptographic algorithms, are computationally intensive applications that
typically consume large amounts of power, so it is necessary to consider the e±ciency
of energy usage when introducing security services into embedded systems. In recent
years, many researchers took both security and energy e±ciency into account, and
are currently looking for secure and energy-e±cient task scheduling mechanism. This
scheduling mechanism is divided into two categories, and the two categories will be
introduced below. We listed them in Table 4.
4.1. Security optimization under energy constraints
Due to the particularity of its application environment, the energy supply of many
embedded systems is very limited. Thus, improving the e±ciency of energy usage has
become a major topic in RTESs. The introduction of security services will inevitably
consume more processing time, which increases the di±culty of meeting real-time
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Classi¯cation

References
20

Approaches

Security optimization under
energy constraints

Jiang et al.
Guo et al.22
Jiang et al.23
Jiang et al.24

GA-based heuristic method
GA-based heuristic method
Investigate popular security algorithms
Multi-dimensional analysis framework
dynamic programming algorithm

Energy optimization under
security constraints

Poudel et al.25
Jiang et al.26
Zhang et al.27
Jiang et al.28
Jiang et al.29
Nicolae et al.30

ECU architectures
TSHO
ESAMA
RNAA
Genetic algorithm (GA)-based NSGA-II
Self-adaptable security infrastructure

and energy e±cient requirements. Therefore, how to adopt a reasonable encryption
strategy to improve the system security performance under the timing and energy
consumption constraints has become a major challenge for RTESs.
Jiang et al.20 focused on the protection of con¯dentiality of internal communications in DESs under the energy and time constraints. Reduced communication
tra±c °ow and enhanced message encryption are the two ways to the design process,
they used the mapping of the task to processor to reduce communication tra±c, and
used RC6 for message encryption. To quantify security service strengths, the corresponding energy and time consumption are formulated. Discovering the optimal
solution is complexity, to solve the problem, they proposed a heuristic security-aware
and energy scheduling method based on GA. Furthermore, acceleration technologies
are used to obtain fast convergence. The results have proven the e±ciency of the
proposed technology.
Previous works did not consider the in°uence of data size upon energy consumption in cryptographic algorithms. Guo et al.22 calculated the energy consumption for security algorithms including asymmetric algorithms, symmetric
algorithms, HMAC algorithms, hash algorithms in the real embedded platform
from the perspective of integrity and con¯dentiality. Besides, they discussed the
in°uences of the safety parameters including the size of key and encryption mode on
energy cost. Furthermore, the impact of the size of data on energy cost is analyzed
in detail.
With the e®ective and correct data on timing and energy security methods, the
application of cryptographic methods can be extended into RTESs. Jiang et al.23
studied the timing and energy performance of the cryptographic methods. They
focused on the impact of the protected data size on time and energy related factors in
RTESs, and their objective is to extend the application of cryptographic methods
into embedded and security-critical RTSs. To deeply study the timing and energy
performance of the cryptographic methods, they presented a multi-dimensional
analysis framework from the perspective of energy cost, processing speed and battery
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power. To simultaneously execute the data collection of voltage and current, they
developed a special data collection program based on LabVIEW. The experimental
results showed that: (1) the cost of energy is close to the execution time of every
encryption method under any size of data with the hardware/software experimental
platform limitations, (2) the Gaussian function of data size is referred to power, (3)
the unit energy and the speed of processing time are polynomial functions of the
size of data.
Unlike the previous energy minimization problem, Jiang et al.24 introduced a
novel optimization problem for a series of tasks with multiple security choices and
energy constraints. They solved one common resource allocation problem in SCESs
to guarantee the security performance while meeting the energy constraints. This
problem is a NP problem. Thus, they transformed the problem into a multi-stage
decision process and used dynamic programming to address the problem. Based on
the two-dimensional states' presentation and random scaling strategy, dynamic
programming based on random scaling (RSDP) is developed. The main goal of
RSDP is to allocate the most appropriate level of security to each task for minimizing
the system security risk while meeting energy budgets. Result showed that RSDP is
implemented by decreasing the number of decision states in each phase. RSDP can
be easily applied to solve other optimization methods with statistical assurance
requirements.
4.2. Energy optimization under security constraints
As mentioned above, security protection techniques usually consumes a lot of energy.
The rapid depletion of energy or early depletion of the battery can cause missioncritical tasks to fail, resulting in unexpected losses. Therefore, designing energysaving RTSs has become a necessity.
Poudel et al.25 proposed two new secure MPSoC-based ECU architectures which
can e®ectively satisfy the real-time and security requirements for automotive CPS
while meeting the energy constraints. The ¯rst architecture is a ECU design (GED)
based on GPGPU, which utilizes a coprocessor based on GPGPU and an application
processor based on ARM. The second architecture is a RED that integrates
the coprocessor based on FPGA with the application processor based on ARM. The
outstanding features of GED and RED are: (1) integration of reliability and security
primitives while complying with the strict real-time limits of automotive CPS;
(2) the capability to implement computation intensive applications in an energysaving way; (3) the scalability and °exibility achieved by reprogramming and (4) the
prevention of the ECU to failure injection and analysis attacks. The experimental
results showed that RED and GED consume less energy. In addition, both RED and
GED can tolerate more transient failures.
Considering the security and dependability of the general application model with
the RTESs supported by DVFS, Jiang et al.26 proposed a vulnerability-based
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technique to quantify the performance of security of distributed systems communications, and solved problems for security critical systems which simultaneously
takes security, dependability, timing and energy requirements into account. In order
to incorporate authentication, integrity and con¯dentiality into their model, they
extended this model by considering a model similar to Ref. 52. Their ¯nal goal is to
minimize the application energy consumption, and the operating mode can be scaled
down for tasks to save energy by DVFS. Due to the complexity of this goal, they
proposed a hybrid optimization (TSHO) based on tabu search method, which
determines the start time of the task, the voltage level, the transmission message
time and its security levels to minimize the energy consumption while meeting security, dependability and timing requirements of the application. Experimental
results showed that TSHO can ensure all the security and dependability requirements while providing low energy consumption.
Zhang et al.27 focused on the mixed-security-critical distributed RTES
(MSCDRES), and they achieved the goal of security assurance and energy balancing
in the realization of task mapping. In the processing of solving the goal, they formulated a model of energy consumption, as the related constraints in this model was
complicated, minimizing energy consumption is di±cult. To handle this challenging
issue, they proposed a heuristic algorithm based on GA named ESAMA that begins
with a large number of task mappings produced by the greedy strategy. In ESAMA,
the task mapping of the solution to the problem is con¯gured as a chromosome.
Experimental results showed ESAMA is e±ciency that can trade o® minimal energy
consumption while guaranteeing the related constraints.
Jiang et al.28 solved the uniprocessor scheduling problems in many securitycritical RTSs designs with limited energy budget, and scheduled a series of periodical
real-time tasks whose purpose is to minimize energy consumption. The energy consumption of each task contains the extra security protections and normal execution.
They used the system monitor to determine the security risk bound (RB) which
represents the present security requirement of the entire system, if the system fails to
meet the expected RB, then it is considered as an unacceptable system. As the task
and security options increase, the state space exponentially increases. To solve this
problem, they grouped the security risk into a series of discrete integers to decrease
the decision states at each stage. Then, they proposed an approximation algorithm
based on RN (RNAA) to allocate the most appropriate security level for each task to
minimize energy consumption while meeting the security requirements. Results
showed that the completely time polynomial complexity and memory overhead of
RNAA are both low.
Jiang et al.29 ¯rstly presented a new optimization problem for modern multi-mode
RTESs with FPGA coprocessors where the task sets are dynamic. Their goal is to
guarantee the minimum energy consumption while guaranteeing the security
requirements regardless of the mode or safety requirements of the system. They
divided this optimization problem into two sub-problems, the runtime and design
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time optimization. For design time optimization, they chosen NSGA-II based on GA
to generate the approximate optimal Pareto curve for each probed mode, and the
solutions obtained must meet the FPGA area constraints and schedulability constraints. For runtime optimization, they proposed a greedy approach to e±ciently
obtain a good performance.
In order to understand how to implement adaptable security mechanisms and
indicate the impact on energy consumption better. Nicolae et al.30 proposed a selfadaptable security infrastructure for the embedded systems to minimize energy
consumption and provide a basic operational structure. The system goal is to
maximize the operating time while keeping the prede¯ned system security levels.
This infrastructure contains analysis, enforcement and sensing blocks, when the
sensing block discovers the de¯ned parameters in the data sets have changed, it will
inform the analysis block to decide what changes must be made in security
requirements which are de¯ned in the system goal. At last, the enforcement block will
employ changes to the system. The results showed the energy consumption is lower
at runtime in the proposed infrastructure, and important energy savings can be
achieved even if the security is adapted to the needs of the system in a simple way.

5. Special Applications
With the rapid development of computer network technology, RTSs applications are
increasing getting utilized. However, more and more new applications in RTS require
sensitive information management whiling meeting the time requirements. Therefore, security requirements need to be incorporated into these real-time applications.
Typical applications include CPSs, automotive systems, clusters, grids and so on.
The classi¯cations are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Speci¯c applications.
Classi¯cation

References

Approaches

CPS

Abad et al.31
Mohan et al.32
Easwaran et al.33

System-level simplex extended technique
S3A
Security analysis structure

Automotive systems

Lin et al.34,35
Kiran et al.36
Apvrille and Roudier37

Security-aware design technique
Integrated MILP formulation
SysML-Sec

Clusters

Xie et al.38
Xie and Qin39
Tripathi et al.40

Security overhead model
TAPADS
Schedule algorithm

Grids

Xie and Qin41
Singh et al.42 and Surendra et al.43

SAREG
SDSA
u-SDSA
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5.1. CPSs
As systems control and remote coordination trends of large-scale integration, system
security has become a growing interest in many real-time CPSs application scenes.
The open operating environment of a closed system improves the performance of the
system, it also exposes several new attack surfaces in the system. Thus, it is necessary
to understand the role of hardware/software components in a real-time CPS as well
as how those components expose the CPS to a malicious attacker.
Software components violate the security requirements when unintended
deviations present, but this problem in CPSs can be addressed by the improved
Simplex architectures. Based on the work,53 Abad et al.31 proposed a new technique that extends system-level simplex54 to guarantee the runtime of the system
with hard constraints and used platform-wise resets to recover a fully operational
state from the faults in CPS. They extended real-time reachability to check the
security properties with timing constraints and proved that these security
properties not only rely on the system current state as mentioned in Ref. 53,
but also rely on its history. The experimental results showed that restarting at
runtime is a feasible approach to recover from the faults while guaranteeing the
timing and security constraints.
Traditionally, hardware components have been believed to be highly secure,
researchers only consider the security of software components. Since the W32.
Stuxnet worm attack55 showed that malicious code can target hardware components easily, hardware-based controllers are not safe either. Mohan et al.32 proposed the secure system simplex architecture (S3A), a novel framework which
combined trusted hardware, kind side-channels, operating system methods and
the internal real-time functions of such systems to ¯nd out intrusions, and protect
physical devices to enhance the security of the controllers based on hardware.
Another important feature of this framework is that there is no need to modify
the source code. Those new architectures and techniques can improve the di±culty faced by potential attackers signi¯cantly, thereby enhancing the security of
the systems.
Real-time CPSs attacks may only a®ect the timing behavior, which results in the
missing deadlines of the system hardware/software components without e®ecting
functionality, and then leads to serious consequences. To solve this challenging
problem, Easwaran et al.33 proposed a new security analysis structure by utilizing
ASD, which is displayed by ¯nding new attack possibilities and mapping the existing
attack to link the intermediate components, an attack's ultimate performances and
sources, to describe the attack surface in real-time CPS clearly. ASD stands for
standard sequence diagram which captures and illustrates the deadline attacks, and it
consists of a set of objects which can communicate with each other by message. In ASD
for a RTS, these objects are: scheduler and resource-sharing protocol (kernel components), hardware with other elements (resources) and applications and tasks (users).
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5.2. Automotive systems
Through kinds of interfaces, such as short-range wireless access, long-range wireless
channels and direct or indirect physical, it is easy to attack modern vehicles which is
a security threat security in automotive systems.56 The systems must take security
mechanisms into consideration to prevent this attack, but the overhead of these
mechanisms, such as con¯dentiality, authenticity, integrity, or availability, may
thwart the system performance and violate design constraints. Therefore, it is very
important to develop an approach to handle security at early design stages as well as
all other design constraints. Moreover, the complexity of the system components also
makes it necessary to verify that the requirements are agreed with and met by the
initial design before any promise to a speci¯c implementation is made.
According to TDMA and the CAN-based protocol57 results, Lin et al.34,35
proposed a common security-aware design technique named TDMACAN for dealing
with the security problems under the timing constraints and limited resources.
TDMACAN relies on the design in Refs. 58 and 59, where the architectural platform
and the functional model were initially caught separately and merged by the mapping process. Unlike traditional method, TDMACAN not only maps the functional
model to the architectural platform, but also discusses the selection of security
mechanism and the selection of the architecture. To solve the mapping problem, they
proposed a three-step approach, where each step expresses the security mapping
problem as a MILP problem.60 Experiments showed that the TDMACAN in system
design were e®ective without breaking design constraints and also demonstrated that
it was essential to consider the security during the design stages.
To solve the remaining problem in Refs. 34 and 35, Kiran et al.36 proposed an
integrated MILP formulation. They used three AT89C51 micro-controllers, each one
uses receiver pins of its respective micro-controllers and transmitter to connect.
The proposed formulation provides an optimal solution but has a high complexity.
To solve complex problems, they also proposed a three-step approach, unlike the
approach above,34,35 here each step addresses some mapping problem in a brief MILP
formulation. Experimental results showed that the approach achieves a comparable
result quality compared with the method34,35 and is more e±cient.
The mapping of the security logic components or functional to hardware architecture often causes design faults due to the lack of understanding. Apvrille and
Roudier37 presented SysML-Sec, which enables security experts to cooperate with
system designers to develop and design the embedded system. SysML-Sec was based
on OMG's SysML and stood by open-source toolkits which is based on an accepted
safety veri¯cation toolkit, and it associated software/hardware co-design with the
process of security problems. Based on an iterative process in the center of the
hardware/software architecture, the extension of SysML solves the security concern,
and exported the captured requirements into safety-and-cryptographic mechanisms
and safety attributes which can be formally validated. In the range of the EVITA
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project,62 this method has been used in the safety design of automotive
embedded systems.
5.3. Cluster
In the past decade, clusters are becoming increasingly popular as cost-e®ective
and powerful platforms for running parallel applications. As sensitive data require
special protection and safe-guard against unauthorized access, security has become a key issue for real-time applications on clusters. Recognizing that, many
researchers have investigated real-time applications on clusters in terms of security requirements.
Xie et al.38 presented a security overhead model after investigating the scheduling
problem of many real-time tasks with di®erent security requirements to measure the
security overheads caused by security critical tasks. To integrate security requirements into scheduling of the real-time applications on clusters by using the proposed
model, they proposed a security-aware scheduling strategy named SAREC, which
realizes high security quality for real-time applications on clusters and meets its
timing constraints. SAREC-EDF incorporates EDF algorithm into SAREC to
evaluate the performance of SAREC, and the experimental results showed
that SAREC-EDF achieved a signi¯cant improvement during the overall system
performance.
Xie and Qin39 not only addressed the precedence relations, but also solved the
tasks' allocation problem in clusters for parallel applications with timing and
security constraints. They proposed a task parallel method called TAPADS to
combine time and security into the procedure of making allocation decisions.
TAPADS uses the security level re¯nement and critical path analysis to maximize
schedulability, by measuring the probability of satisfying the task's deadline and
security quality by measuring risk-free probabilities. Experimental results also
showed that the performance of the cluster is signi¯cantly improved in terms of
schedulability and security quality by using TAPADS. Therefore, TAPADS is
able to realize high security quality for real-time applications while satisfying the
timing constraints.
Besides security and timeliness, e±ciency is also an important property in
applications running on clusters. Speci¯cally, an e±cient scheduling method achieves
better performance according to the accepted security value and the number of tasks
received. Tripathi et al.40 proposed a schedule algorithm to maximize the success
ratio, while meeting the task's minimum security on clusters, by introducing the
deferred method and load balancing, and to minimize the preemption overhead by
balancing the load of nodes on clusters. The proposed scheduling method ¯rst considers the timing requirements, and the rest of the requirements are subject to quality
constraints. Results showed that the success ratio is improved while meeting the
task's minimum security.
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5.4. Grids
Today, grids are becoming the most cost-e®ective scheme for complex scienti¯c
computing and real-time applications. In addition to providing high QoS, such
systems also provide a high throughput. However, common real-time scheduling
algorithms such as the work62 cannot meet the security requirements of real-time
applications on grids.
Xie and Qin41 presented a dynamic scheduling algorithm named SAREG, which is
able to maximize the level of security of each accepted job while keeping very high
assurance ratios for real-time applications on grids. They introduced a novel performance indictor-security value by measuring the security quality experienced by
the whole real-time tasks whose deadlines are able to be met. To improve the
practicability of SAREG, they proposed a security mathematical model that
describes the scheduling framework formally.
Singh et al.42 proposed a secure dynamic scheduling algorithm named SDSA for
real-time applications on grids. The security lever in SDSA is dynamic according to
the calculation of the time and the deadline of the packet while keeping the satisfaction of the QoS. In addition, SDSA forms a complete graph in an exchanged
network environment that is connected via an agent node. Then, SDSA uses computing elements or grids to make sure delivery with the best security by using
Per-packet encryption63 and delivers the packets un-serviced to the next neighbor
node that has the minimum queue length. The results showed that SDSA made sure
fairness is relative to the completion time as well as security level of the packets.
However, SDSA does not consider the following two matters: (1) a node may have
a high load as well as a small queue length and (2) how to select packets when more
than two packets reach the same deadline. Hence, Surendra et al.43 proposed a secure
and dynamic u-SDSA based on utilization control, which uses utilization in place of
queue length as the determinant of system load. It sends the package with minimum
security level to one of the neighboring nodes with the lowest utilization value.
Di®erent from SDSA, u-SDSA can not only change the new packets security lever
dynamically for real-time applications on grids to guarantee security and scheduling,
but also maximize the guarantee ratio while maximizing the security level and best
overall performance on average. The reason is that u-SDSA distributes incoming
packets based on the utilization of nodes. Results showed that the u-SDSA algorithm
is better than SDSA64,65 and improves the overall performance.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we investigate the security issues that exist in RETSs. We introduce
several security-related technologies and speci¯cally describe the current research
status of these technologies. Some researchers simulated the behavior of a particular
attack and analyzed it, which allows the designers of the RETSs to provide security
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advices at the design stage. Some researchers captured a speci¯c attack, then
established an analysis framework to analyze it and used a di®erent security processor in RETSs to resist it. Besides studying the action of the attacks, another
approach to realize a secure system is by introducing security services in the RETSs
such as di®erent encryption algorithms for encrypting the data.
Enhancing the security will inevitably be the sacri¯ce part of the energy, as the
embedded system energy is limited, so the researchers must take the energy constraints into account. Some systems require strict energy requirements, so these
systems need to design energy as a goal, security and real-time feature as the constraints. Some embedded systems require strict security requirements, so security is
required as a primary goal, energy and real-time feature as the constraints. As
RTESs are becoming more popular in various ¯elds, we list several common applications, for example CPSs and automotive systems. Knowing these details is a great
help in studying the security of embedded systems.
We believe that the future of embedded systems will face more and more serious
security problems. To resist those attacks, strengthen security services, research
energy e±ciency and security e±ciency will help the development of RETSs.
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